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For anyone who ever dreamt of combining the texture of textile and the finish of lacquered glass, the new reality is here. Meet MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT, a bright modern glass that plays with volumes and textures to bring genuine personality to any interior. This revolutionary MATELASSÉ effect is perfectly in phase with today’s trends: with its three-dimensional design and colour depth, it offers uniqueness, originality and durability.

APPLICATIONS

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT enhances indoor areas and is ideal in domestic locations, such as entrance halls, kitchens, bathrooms, cupboards and wardrobes. MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT can also be used in commercial buildings such as hotels, offices, shops, restaurants and hospitals.

INSTALLATION

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT is for indoor use only and must be fitted in accordance with current regulations and good professional practice. The glass must be applied against a clean opaque material (wall, wood…). It can be fixed mechanically or glued thanks to neutral and translucent glue and/or double face adhesive.

As for all textured glass, the pattern on MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT runs in one direction. To obtain a uniform appearance, the cut sheets must be placed side by side with the pattern on the glass running in the same direction. Special care must be taken cutting the glass when continuity of the pattern is required.

Safety requirements can be met by applying a safety film at the back.

For more information about MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT fixing, please go on the website: www.saint-gobain-glass.com.

PROCESSING

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT is not only unique and trendy, it can be processed as any lacquered glass: edge working, drilling… For cutting, it must be turned on the table with the lacquered side up.

A UNIQUE TEXTURE OF LACQUERED GLASS

DESRIPTION

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT is a range of lacquered patterned glass with one textured face and a color at the back.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS & THICKNESSES

3 2100 x 2 000 mm - 4 mm and 6 mm thickness

DEEP BLACK DL 207
Deep and sophisticated sensation.

WHITE DL 210
Immaculate color of perfection.

PEARL GREY DL 217
Glamorous, chic, elegant and sophisticated for timeless interiors.

CREAM SILK DL 224
Natural soft color very much used in minimalist design.

PETAL PINK DL 293
Modern colour that will spread well-being in all kinds of spaces.

SILVER
Versatile look, it plays with lights and shines under spotlights.

PEARL GREY DL 217
Glamorous, chic, elegant and sophisticated for timeless interiors.

WHITE DL 210
Immaculate color of perfection.

SUMMARY

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT enhances indoor areas and is ideal in domestic locations, such as entrance halls, kitchens, bathrooms, cupboards and wardrobes. MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT can also be used in commercial buildings such as hotels, offices, shops, restaurants and hospitals.

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT is for indoor use only and must be fitted in accordance with current regulations and good professional practice. The glass must be applied against a clean opaque material (wall, wood…). It can be fixed mechanically or glued thanks to neutral and translucent glue and/or double face adhesive.

As for all textured glass, the pattern on MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT runs in one direction. To obtain a uniform appearance, the cut sheets must be placed side by side with the pattern on the glass running in the same direction. Special care must be taken cutting the glass when continuity of the pattern is required.

Safety requirements can be met by applying a safety film at the back.

For more information about MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT fixing, please go on the website: www.saint-gobain-glass.com.

PROCESSING

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT is not only unique and trendy, it can be processed as any lacquered glass: edge working, drilling… For cutting, it must be turned on the table with the lacquered side up.